FROM CHILE

Dear Presidents
As you know, on March 16 to 18, 2 simultaneous championships will be held in Puerto Velero, Chile's fourth
region.
-The championship with the name of the PITCH & PUTT founder in Chile, Doctor Fernando Morgado Toro, is a
championship between the European and South American teams, 12 players per continent in a "RYDER"
system.
- Chile's OPEN 2018 in three categories.
Puerto Velero is a tourist complex of the fourth region of Chile; has a privileged climate with beaches and
restaurants, next to La Serena and Coquimbo with many tourist attractions including a Hotel Casino Enjoy, as
we will be in the middle season, the occupation and prices are convenient, even flights taken with time.
We have a total field quota of 80 players and as OPEN will be in three categories with Gross (scratch) and Net
(handicap) , it is designed to be a competitive event for all PITCH & PUTT players who want to participate. A
competition for all the game levels.
Dear colleagues: this is more than a championship. It’s the opportunity to open our sport to South America. It
is also about making known Pitch and Putt to many people who today, in this part of the world do not know that
we exist and many more who look at traditional golf only on TV because they cannot reach it and do not know
that the PITCH & PUTT is a very close game where you can play as a child until Super Senior and it is a
fantastic, social and entertaining sport.
Two important data :
Lonely Planet chooses Chile as the must-see destination of 2018
In addition, those who want to stay two or three more days can find two tourist plans that they will find on the
FIPPA website, a) to the Atacama desert or alternatively, b) visit to the cities of Santiago and Valparaíso,
organized by the Travel Agency of the RACC, (Real Automóvil Club de Catalunya).
Encourage and invite your players to participate; This is an occasion that is not given every day and sincerely,
although it represents an economic effort, it will be an unforgettable trip.
We are sure that if this information reaches all players we will have a concurrency success.
Any question please use our Contact Formulary in www.chilegolfpyp.cl
We are waiting for you with open arms
Patricio Rubel Rubinstein
President Chilean Federation of PITCH & PUTT
FIPPA official representative in South America
Santiago, December 12, 2017
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